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Nathan Byrd Returns to DGM Racing for NASCAR Oval Debut

Byrd to Pilot the CleanCore Solutions No. 92 at New Hampshire Motor Speedway

LAKE WALES, FL, (June 19, 2024) -  Three weeks ago Nathan Byrd made his NASCAR 
debut at Portland International Speedway in DGM Racing’s No. 92 with backing from his 
partner, CleanCore Solutions, Inc. As Byrdman attempts his first NASCAR oval in DGM 
Racing’s No. 92 Chevrolet at New Hampshire Motor Speedway this weekend, he will also check 
off oval race number 103 of his diverse and extensive racing career.

“After our strong performance at my NASCAR debut in Portland, I am super excited to be able 
to race with the DGM Racing team once again!” Byrd exclaims. 

With only a short practice session before the race, Byrd spent the majority of the Pacific Office 
Automation 147 learning the handling and differences of driving a NASCAR stock car. While 
doing so, Byrd managed to bring the CleanCore Solutions Chevrolet home in one piece just 
outside the Top 20. After avoiding a major wreck in front of him during the final 10 laps of the 
race, Byrd advanced the No. 92 in Owner’s Points with his finishing position.

“I’m happy to represent CleanCore Solutions again while I tackle my first NASCAR oval race at 
New Hampshire Motor Speedway this coming Saturday,” Byrd continues. “DGM is a fantastic 
team that feels like family and I’m excited to get out there and take full advantage of another 
opportunity to learn, grow, and improve with them as a racing driver.”

Always racing, this weekend’s start at New Hampshire Motor Speedway will mark Byrd’s 34th 
oval track and 16th oval racing discipline. 

“These Xfinity cars are difficult, especially when you are racing against drivers that are doing 
this every weekend,” said DGM Racing’s team owner, Mario Gosselin. “I was really impressed 



with Nathan’s ability to adapt to the car and new style of racing with less than 10 laps of practice, 
and we’re really looking forward to seeing him showcase his abilities at an oval.”

The Sci-Apps 200 will take place Saturday, June 22, at 3:30 p.m. ET at New Hampshire Motor 
Speedway. Practice and qualifying are scheduled for 4:00 p.m. ET on Friday. All on-track 
activity will be televised live on USA Network. 

About DGM Racing

Driven by pure passion and love for everything racing, DGM Racing is a family-owned and 
operated business headquartered in Lake Wales, FL. Since 1990, Mario Gosselin and his wife, 
Michelle, have worked tirelessly to elevate DGM Racing and grow the organization each year. 
What started as a local hobby on the weekends in Hialeah, Florida, has grown into a powerhouse 
organization fielding two full-time NASCAR Xfinity Series cars. Going into the 2024 season, 
the team has more than 200 Top-20 race finishes. 

For additional information, news and the latest updates, connect with DGM Racing at 
www.dgmracing.com, Facebook (DGM Racing), Twitter (@dgm_racing_), Instagram 
(@dgm_racing_), or TikTok (@DGMRacingFL).

About CleanCore Solutions

CleanCore Solutions, Inc. (NYSE American: ZONE) is dedicated to revolutionizing cleaning and 
disinfection practices by harnessing the power of its patented aqueous ozone technology. The 
Company's mission is to empower its customers with cost-effective, sustainable solutions that 
surpass traditional cleaning methods. Through innovation and commitment to excellence, 
CleanCore strives to create a healthier, greener future for generations to come. For more 
information, please visit https://www.cleancoresol.com/.
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